We study twisted modules for (weak) quantum vertex algebras and we give a conceptual construction of (weak) quantum vertex algebras and their twisted modules. As an application we construct and classify irreducible twisted modules for a certain family of quantum vertex algebras.
Introduction
In [EK] , one of a series of papers on quantizations of Lie bialgebras, Etingof and Kazhdan developed a fundamental theory of quantum vertex operator algebras. Inspired by this theory, one of us (H.Li) has extensively studied a notion of (weak) quantum vertex algebra (see [Li4] , [Li5] , [Li6] ). While quantum vertex operator algebras in the sense of [EK] are formal deformations of vertex algebras, weak quantum vertex algebras are generalizations of vertex algebras and vertex super-algebras in a certain direction. A weak quantum vertex algebra satisfies all the axioms that define the notion of vertex algebra (cf. [LL] ) except the Jacobi identity axiom that is replaced by a braided Jacobi identity axiom. An interesting feature of this theory is that each weak quantum vertex algebra V that is non-degenerate in the sense of [EK] gives rise to a canonical rational unitary quantum Yang-Baxter operator with one spectral parameter on V . While Jacobi identity amounts to (suitably defined) commutativity and associativity, braided Jacobi identity amounts to associativity and braided commutativity, called S-locality. Thus weak quantum vertex algebras are automatically nonlocal vertex algebras, namely field algebras in the sense of [BK] , which are vertex analogs of noncommutative associative algebras.
While nonlocal vertex algebras are arguably too wild to be interesting, weak quantum vertex algebras form a perfect class from various points of view. (Note that in [EK] quantum vertex operator algebras are singled out from the wild family of braided vertex operator algebras by using "associativity.") On the one hand, this class is large enough to include those known generalizations of vertex algebras such as vertex super-algebras and vertex color-algebras and to include interesting new examples. On the other hand, it is tangible. Because of the associativity, weak quantum vertex algebras admit a very nice representation theory, just as ordinary vertex algebras do. It was proved in [Li4] that for any general vector space W , every what was called S-local subset of Hom (W, W ((x) )) canonically generates a weak 1 Partially supported by NSF grant DMS-0600189 2 Partially supported by a China NSF grant 10671160 quantum vertex algebra with W as a canonical faithful module. (This generalizes the corresponding result of [Li1] , which states that any local subset generates a vertex algebra with W as a canonical faithful module.)
In the theory of vertex (operator) algebras, for a vertex algebra V , in addition to (untwisted) modules, one also has so-called twisted modules with respect to a finite-order automorphism of V . (This is one of those new features of vertex algebras, compared with classical Lie or associative algebras.) The notion of twisted module was originated from the construction of the celebrated moonshine module vertex operator algebra V ♮ (see [FLM1] , [FLM2] , [Le] ) and it had played a critical role therein. Twisted representations for general vertex operator algebras have been extensively studied in literature (cf. [Li2] and [DLM] ). In particular, a conceptual construction of vertex algebras and their twisted modules was given in [Li2] , generalizing the result of [Li1] .
In this current paper, we study twisted modules for (weak) quantum vertex algebras and we establish a conceptual construction of weak quantum vertex algebras and their twisted modules by using twisted vertex operators. The main result of this paper naturally generalizes the corresponding results of [Li2] and [Li4] . As an application we construct and classify irreducible twisted modules for quantum vertex algebras V Q which were constructed in [KL] from a square multiplicatively skew complex matrix Q.
To describe the general construction, let W be a general vector space and let N be a positive integer. We consider the space (EndW ) [[x 1/N , x −1/N ]], which is naturally graded by the abelian group Z/N Z. Denote by θ the associated linear automorphism of order N (defined by using the principal N-th root of unity). Set (W, W ((x) )), a graded subspace, on which θ acts. We say a subset U of E(W, N) is S-local if for any a(x), b(x) ∈ U, there exist c i (x), d i (c) ∈ U, f i (x) ∈ C((x)), i = 1, . . . , r such that
for some nonnegative integer k. We prove that any S-local subset of E(W, N), which spans a graded subspace, canonically generates a weak quantum vertex algebra on which θ acts as an automorphism of period N, and that W is a canonical θ-twisted module. Let Q = (q ij ) be an r × r complex matrix satisfying the condition that q ij q ji = 1 for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ r. Define A Q to be the associative algebra with generators X i,n , Y i,n for 1 ≤ i ≤ r, n ∈ Z, subject to relations for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ r, m, n ∈ Z. Associative algebras like A Q have appeared in the study of noncommutative quantum field theory. Notice that if q ij = 1 for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ r, A Q , which is the universal enveloping algebra of a Heisenberg Lie algebra, is a Weyl algebra. If q ij = −1 for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ r, A Q , which is the universal enveloping algebra of a Lie superalgebra, is a Clifford algebra. Thus algebras A Q are generalizations of Weyl algebras and Clifford algebras. Let J be the left ideal of A Q generated by X i,m , Y i,n for 1 ≤ i ≤ r, m, n ≥ 0. Set V Q = A Q /J, a left A Q -module, and set 1 = 1 + J ∈ V Q . It was proved in [KL] (cf. [Li5] ) that there exists a canonical quantum vertex algebra structure on V Q .
Let N be any positive integer. Define an automorphism θ N of A Q such that
where ω N denotes the principal primitive N-th root of unity. This gives rise to an order-N automorphism of the quantum vertex algebra V Q . In this paper, we study θ N -twisted V Q -modules. We construct θ N -twisted V Q -modules by using a twisted algebra of A Q . Since V Q are generalizations of Clifford vertex operator superalgebras, our results generalize the corresponding results of [FFR] (cf. [Xu] ). This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we define the notion of σ-twisted module for a nonlocal vertex algebra V with an automorphism σ of finite order and we establish several basic results. In Section 3, we give a general construction of weak quantum vertex algebras and twisted modules. In Section 4, we construct and classify irreducible twisted modules for certain quantum vertex algebras of Zamolodchikov-Faddeev type.
Twisted modules for nonlocal vertex algebras
In this section we formulate and study a notion of twisted module for a general nonlocal vertex algebra, and we establish certain basic properties. For this paper, the scalar field is the field C of complex numbers and N denotes the set of nonnegative integers.
We begin with the notion of nonlocal vertex algebra ([Li4] ; cf.
[BK], [Li3] ):
Definition 2.1. A nonlocal vertex algebra is a vector space V equipped with a linear map
and equipped with a vector 1 ∈ V, satisfying the conditions that for v ∈ V,
and that for u, v, w ∈ V , there exists a nonnegative integer l such that
The following was proved in [Li3] :
Lemma 2.2. Let V be a nonlocal vertex algebra. Define a linear operator D on V by
Let U be a subset of a nonlocal vertex algebra V . Denote by U the nonlocal vertex subalgebra of V generated by U, which by definition is the smallest nonlocal vertex subalgebra of V , containing U. From [Li3] we have:
Lemma 2.3. For any subset U of V , the nonlocal vertex subalgebra U generated by U is linearly spanned by the vectors
The notion of weak quantum vertex algebra, defined in [Li4] , singles out an important class of nonlocal vertex algebras. Definition 2.4. A weak quantum vertex algebra is a vector space V equipped with a linear map
and equipped with a vector 1 ∈ V , satisfying the conditions that for v ∈ V , 11) and that for u, v ∈ V , there exist
(the S-Jacobi identity).
Just as Jacobi identity does, S-Jacobi identity implies weak associativity, so that a weak quantum vertex algebra is automatically a nonlocal vertex algebra. Furthermore, S-Jacobi identity also implies S-locality (cf. [EK] ) in the sense that for any u, v ∈ V , there exist
for some nonnegative integer k. In fact (see [Li4] ), S-Jacobi identity is equivalent to weak associativity and S-locality, and hence a weak quantum vertex algebra is exactly a nonlocal vertex algebra that satisfies S-locality.
Remark 2.5. Let V be a nonlocal vertex algebra and let
It was proved in [Li4] (Corollary 5.3) that
holds for some k ∈ N if and only if
Following Etingof-Kazhdan [EK] , define a linear map
Then a nonlocal vertex algebra V is a weak quantum vertex algebra if and only if
In practice, the following technical result is very useful (cf. [Li5] , Lemma 2.7):
Proposition 2.6. Let V be a nonlocal vertex algebra. Suppose that U is a subspace of V satisfying the conditions that V = U and that for any u, v ∈ U, there exist
and a nonnegative integer k such that
Then V is a weak quantum vertex algebra.
Proof. In view of Remark 2.5, we must prove that (2.15) holds for all u, v ∈ V . Let us introduce some technical notions. For a subspace A of V , we set
We say that an ordered pair (A, B) of subspaces of V is S-local if
It is clear that the defined relation "∼" is an equivalence relation. We are going to prove that if an ordered pair (A, P ) of subspaces of V is S-local, then (A, P (2) ) and (A (2) , P ) are S-local. Then it follows from this and induction that ( U , U ) is S-local. Therefore, V is a weak quantum vertex algebra.
First, we prove that (A,
Using the D-bracket-derivative property (2.7) and weak associativity we get
That is, there exists a nonnegative integer k such that
As both sides involve only finitely many negative powers of x 2 , multiplying both sides by (
It follows that (A,
Using weak associativity we get
By a similar reasoning we obtain
This proves that (A (2) , P ) is S-local. Now, the proof is complete.
Next, we formulate a notion of twisted module for a general nonlocal vertex algebra. For two nonlocal vertex algebras V and K, a homomorphism of nonlocal vertex algebras from V to K is a linear map σ such that
An automorphism of a nonlocal vertex algebra V is a bijective endomorphism of V and an automorphism of a weak quantum vertex algebra V is an automorphism of V viewed as a nonlocal vertex algebra. Let V be a nonlocal vertex algebra and let σ be an automorphism of V of period N in the sense that σ N = 1. Then σ acts semisimply on V and
where V k is the eigenspace of σ with eigenvalue exp
the principal primitive N-th root of unity.
Definition 2.7. Let V be a nonlocal vertex algebra and let σ be an automorphism of V of period N. A σ-twisted V -module is a vector space W equipped with a linear map
satisfying the conditions that 18) and that for u, v ∈ V , there exists a nonnegative integer k such that
If V is a weak quantum vertex algebra, we define a σ-twisted V -module to be a σ-twisted module for V viewed as a nonlocal vertex algebra.
We shall denote a twisted module W by a pair (W, Y W ) whenever it is necessary. Notice that the axiom (2.18) amounts to that
Remark 2.8. We here explain certain substitutions including the one which has appeared in the right hand side of (2.20). First, recall the standard formal variable expansion convention
. Furthermore, we extend this substitution in the obvious way for
2 ))), where
One can show that this substitution gives rise to an injective map. That is, for
We shall need another substitution
2 ))), we have
For simplicity, sometimes we shall simply use
Lemma 2.9. Let V be a nonlocal vertex algebra and let σ be an automorphism of period N. In the presence of the other axioms in the definition of a σ-twisted Vmodule, the axioms (2.19) and (2.20) can be equivalently replaced with the property that for u ∈ V r , v ∈ V, w ∈ W with 0 ≤ r ≤ N − 1, there exists l ∈ N such that
r , v ∈ V, w ∈ W with 0 ≤ r ≤ N − 1, with (2.21) and (2.19), there exists l ∈ N such that
2 )). Then using (2.20) we obtain
2 )w, from which (2.26) follows. On the other hand, assume that (2.26) holds. Let k ∈ N be such that
Then the left hand side of (2.26), after multiplied by x k 0 , involves only nonnegative integer powers of x 0 . Consequently, we have
2 )). Noticing that k does not depend on w, we obtain
2 ))), proving (2.19). Also, using (2.27) and (2.26) we get
Multiplying both sides by (x 2 + x 0 ) −l− r N we obtain (2.20).
Using an argument similar to that in the proof of Proposition 2.6 in [Li3] (cf. [DLM] ) we get:
Lemma 2.10. Let (W, Y W ) be a σ-twisted module for a nonlocal vertex algebra V . Then
Furthermore, we have:
Lemma 2.11. Let σ be an automorphism of a nonlocal vertex algebra V of period N and let (W,
Then
Proof. Clearly, (2.29) follows from (2.30). Now we prove that (2.29) also implies (2.30). Choose a positive integer k so large that (2.29) holds and that
(recall (2.21)), we have
N (x 2 +x 0 ) 1/N . Then using (2.29) and Remark 2.8 we get
Multiplying both sides by x −k 0 , we obtain (2.30). Proposition 2.12. Let V be a nonlocal vertex algebra with an automorphism σ of period N and let (W, Y W ) be a σ-twisted V -module, and let
is faithful, the converse is also true.
Proof. First, note that from Remark 2.5, (2.31) is equivalent to
Let q ∈ N be such that
for 1 ≤ i ≤ r. Then, using Lemma 2.10 we obtain Proposition 2.13. Let V be a nonlocal vertex algebra with an automorphism σ of period N and let (W, Y W ) be a σ-twisted V -module. Let
Proof. From the first part of the proof of Proposition 6.7 of [Li4] , we see that (2.37) is equivalent to Assume that (2.37) holds. Then (2.39) and (2.40) hold. By Proposition 2.12, (2.32) holds. Furthermore, using Lemma 2.11 we get As an immediate consequence we have:
Corollary 2.14. Let V be a nonlocal vertex algebra with an automorphism σ of period N and let (W, Y W ) be a σ-twisted V -module. Suppose that ω ∈ V 0 (i.e., σ(ω) = ω) is a conformal vector in the sense that
for m, n ∈ Z, and L(−1) = D, where Y (ω, x) = n∈Z L(n)x −n−2 and c is a complex number. Then W is a module for the Virasoro algebra with L(m) acting as L W (m) for m ∈ Z with the same central charge c, where
Combining Lemma 2.11 with Proposition 2.12 we immediately have:
Corollary 2.15. Let V be a weak quantum vertex algebra, let σ be an automorphism of period N of V , and let (W, Y W ) be a σ-twisted module for V viewed as a nonlocal vertex algebra. Let
Remark 2.16. Let V be a vertex algebra and let σ be an automorphism of V of period N. Recall (see [FLM2] , [FFR] , [D] ) that a σ-twisted V -module is a vector space W equipped with a linear map 43) and that for u, v ∈ V ,
In view of Corollary 2.15, a σ-twisted module for V viewed as a vertex algebra is the same as a σ-twisted module for V viewed as a nonlocal vertex algebra.
Example 2.17. Let W be a vector space and let N be a positive integer. Set V = (EndW )((x 1 N )). The space V is naturally an associative algebra with identity 1 and the formal differential operator d dx is a derivation of V . Then V is a nonlocal vertex algebra with 1 as the vacuum vector and with
Define a linear map θ : V → V by θ(a(x)) = lim
It is clear that θ is an order-N automorphism of V viewed as an associative algebra. It follows that θ is an order-N automorphism of V viewed as a nonlocal vertex algebra. Furthermore, W is a θ-twisted V -module with
General construction of twisted modules
In this section we shall give a conceptual construction of twisted modules for weak quantum vertex algebras, generalizing the construction in [Li2] of twisted modules for vertex superalgebras and the construction in [Li4] of weak quantum vertex algebras. Let W be a general vector space and let N be a positive integer, both of which are fixed throughout this section. Set
a cyclic abelian group of order N, and for j ∈ Z, setj = j + NZ ∈ Z N . Consider the vector space (EndW ) 
We define an order-N linear automorphism θ of (EndW )
For a general (not necessarily homogeneous) f (x), we have θ(f (x)) = lim
so that θ is also an order-N linear automorphism of E(W, N).
1. An (ordered) finite sequence (a 1 (x), . . . , a r (x)) in E(W, N) is said to be compatible if there exists a nonnegative integer k such that
A subset U of E(W, N) is said to be compatible if every finite sequence in U is compatible.
In particular, an ordered pair (a(x), b(x)) in E(W, N) is compatible if and only if there exists a nonnegative integer k such that
where k is any nonnegative integer such that (3.4) holds.
Just as before, for convenience we simply use x 1 = x + x 0 for the substitution x 1 N 1 = (x + x 0 ) 1 N . The following two lemmas are straightforward consequences:
Furthermore, if k is a nonnegative integer such that
Lemma 3.4. For any a(x) ∈ E(W, N), the sequences (1 W , a(x)) and (a(x), 1 W ) are compatible and we have
We shall need the following technical result:
for some nonnegative integers k i . Then
Proof. Let k be a nonnegative integer such that
From Definition 3.2, we have
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Then using (3.7) we get
which implies (3.8) immediately.
Let U be a subspace of E(W ) such that every ordered pair in U is compatible. We say U is closed if
(3.10)
We are going to prove that any closed compatible subspace containing 1 W of E(W, N) is a nonlocal vertex algebra. To achieve this goal we first prove:
Lemma 3.6. Assume that V is a subspace of E(W, N) such that any sequence in V of length 2 or 3 is compatible and such that V is closed. Let ψ(x), φ(x), θ(x) ∈ V and let k be a nonnegative integer such that
Proof. With (3.11), from Definition 3.2 we have
which gives
From (3.12) we see that the expression on the right-hand side of (3.15) lies in
so does the expression on the left-hand side. That is,
In view of Lemma 3.5, by considering the coefficient of each power of x 2 , we have
Using this and (3.14) we obtain
concluding the proof.
For any formal series a(x) = n∈Z a n x −n−1 (with coefficients a n in any vector space) and for any m ∈ Z, we set
Then for any polynomial q(x) we have
Now we are in a position to present our first key result:
Theorem 3.7. Let V be a Z N -graded subspace of E(W, N) such that any sequence in V of length 2 or 3 is compatible and such that V contains 1 W and is closed. Then (V, Y E , 1 W ) carries the structure of a nonlocal vertex algebra with θ as an automorphism of period N, and W is a faithful θ-twisted V -module with
Proof. For the assertion on the nonlocal vertex algebra structure, with Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4, it remains to prove weak associativity, i.e., for ψ(x), φ(x), θ(x) ∈ V , there exists a nonnegative integer k such that
Let k be a nonnegative integer such that
By Lemma 3.6, we have
On the other hand, let n ∈ Z be arbitrarily fixed. Since ψ(x) m φ(x) = 0 for m sufficiently large, there exists a nonnegative integer l, depending on n, such that
Using (3.18), (3.20) and (3.21) we get
Combining (3.22) with (3.19) we get
That is
Since n is arbitrary, we obtain
as desired. Thus (V, Y E , 1 W ) carries the structure of a nonlocal vertex algebra. To show that θ is an automorphism of V , first we see that θ(1 W ) = 1 W . Next, for a(x), b(x) ∈ V , there exists k ∈ N such that
From Definition 3.2 we have
Thus θ is an automorphism of V . By definition we have Y W (1 W , x) = 1 W and
for a(x) ∈ V . Furthermore, for a(x), b(x) ∈ V , there exists a nonnegative integer k such that
It is clear that W is faithful.
Next we are going to prove that any compatible subset of E(W, N) generates a nonlocal vertex algebra. The following is a key result: Proposition 3.8. Let ψ 1 (x), . . . , ψ r (x), a(x), b(x), φ 1 (x), . . . , φ s (x) ∈ E(W, N). Assume that the ordered sequences (a(x), b(x)) and
are compatible. Then for any n ∈ Z, the ordered sequence
is compatible.
Let n ∈ Z be arbitrarily fixed. There exists a nonnegative integer l such that
Using (3.25) and Definition 3.2 we obtain
Notice that for any polynomial B and for 0 ≤ t ≤ l − 1,
l is a multiple of B. Using (3.24) we have (3.27) This proves that the sequence (ψ 1 (x), . . . , ψ r (x), a(x) n b(x), φ 1 (x), . . . , φ s (x)) is compatible.
Now we have:
Theorem 3.9. Let V be a maximal Z N -graded compatible subspace of E(W, N). Then V contains 1 W and is closed. Furthermore, (V, Y E , 1 W ) carries the structure of a nonlocal vertex algebra with θ as an automorphism of period N and W is a θ-twisted V -module with
Proof. Clearly, the linear span of V and 1 W is still Z N -graded and compatible. With V being maximal we must have 1 W ∈ V . Let a(x), b(x) ∈ V and n ∈ Z. In view of Proposition 3.8, any (ordered) sequence in V ∪ {a(x) n b(x)} with one appearance of a(x) n b(x) is compatible. By induction on the number of appearance of a(x) n b(x), using Proposition 3.8 again, we see that any (ordered) sequence in V ∪ {a(x) n b(x)} with any (finite) number of appearance of a(x) n b(x) is compatible. Thus V +Ca(x) n b(x) is compatible. Since V is maximal, we must have V +Ca(x) n b(x) = V , which implies that a(x) n b(x) ∈ V . This proves that V is closed. By Theorem 3.7 (V, Y E , 1 W ) carries the structure of a nonlocal vertex algebra with with θ as an automorphism of period N and W is a θ-twisted V -module.
Furthermore, we have (cf. [Li3] , [Li4] ):
Theorem 3.10. Let U be any compatible subset of E(W, N), which linearly spans a graded subspace. There exists a unique smallest closed Z N -graded compatible subspace denoted by U which contains U and 1 W . Furthermore, ( U , Y E , 1 W ) carries the structure of a nonlocal vertex algebra with θ as an automorphism of period N and W is a θ-twisted module with
Proof. From assumption, U and 1 W linearly span a Z N -graded compatible subspace of E(W, N). In view of Zorn's lemma, there exists a maximal Z N -graded compatible subspace V of E(W, N), containing U and 1 W . By Theorem 3.9, V is closed, (V, Y E , 1 W ) carries the structure of a nonlocal vertex algebra with θ as an automorphism of period N, and W is a θ-twisted V -module. Then the nonlocal vertex subalgebra U of V , generated by U, is the unique smallest closed Z N -graded compatible subspace that contains U and 1 W . The rest is clear.
Next, we are going to show that compatible subsets of a certain type generate weak quantum vertex algebras. Definition 3.11. A subset U of E(W, N) is said to be S-local if for any a(x), b(x) ∈ U, there exist f i (x) ∈ C((x)), a i (x), b i (x) ∈ U for i = 1, . . . , r (finite), and a nonnegative integer k such that
Lemma 3.12. Every S-local subset U of E(W, N) is compatible.
Proof. It follows from the same proof of Lemma 3.2 in [Li4] .
The following is the main result of this section:
Theorem 3.13. Let U be any S-local subset of E(W, N), which linearly spans a graded subspace. Then the nonlocal vertex algebra U generated by U is a weak quantum vertex algebra on which θ acts as an automorphism of period N, and W is a faithful θ-twisted U -module with Y W (a(x), x 0 ) = a(x 0 ) for a(x) ∈ U .
Proof. By Lemma 3.12 and Theorem 3.10, U is a nonlocal vertex algebra with an automorphism θ of period N, and W is a faithful θ-twisted U -module with Y W (a(x), x 0 ) = a(x 0 ) for a(x) ∈ U . As U is S-local, it follows from Propositions 2.12 and 2.6 that U is a weak quantum vertex algebra.
4 Twisted modules for quantum vertex algebra V Q
In this section we shall use the general construction we have established in Section 3 to construct twisted modules for quantum vertex algebras V Q which were constructed in [KL] . First we recall the quantum vertex algebra V Q from [KL] . Let r be a positive integer and let Q = (q ij ) r i,j=1 be a square matrix of complex numbers such that q ij q ji = 1 for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ r.
Define A Q to be the associative algebra (over C) with identity, with generators X i,n , Y i,n for 1 ≤ i ≤ r, n ∈ Z, subject to relations X i,m X j,n = q ij X j,n X i,m , Y i,m Y j,n = q ij Y j,n Y i,m , X i,m Y j,n − q ji Y j,n X i,m = δ i,j δ m+n+1,0 (4.1) for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ r, m, n ∈ Z. For 1 ≤ i ≤ r, form the generating functions
The defining relations in (4.1) now read as
A vector w in an A Q -module is called a vacuum vector if X i,n w = Y i,n w = 0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ r, n ≥ 0, and an A Q -module W equipped with a vacuum vector which generates W is called a vacuum A Q -module.
Denote by J Q the left ideal of A Q generated by the elements X i,n , Y i,n ( 1 ≤ i ≤ r, n ≥ 0).
Furthermore, set V Q = A Q /J Q , a left A Q -module, and set 1 = 1 + J Q ∈ V Q .
Then 1 is a vacuum vector and V Q with 1 is a vacuum A Q -module. Moreover, the vacuum A Q -module V Q is universal in the obvious sense. For 1 ≤ i ≤ r, set
3)
It was proved in [KL] (cf. [Li5] ) that there exists a unique quantum vertex algebra structure on V Q with 1 as the vacuum vector and with
V Q as a nonlocal vertex algebra is generated by the vectors u Let N be a positive integer. By observing the defining relations of A Q , it is readily to see that A Q admits a unique automorphism θ N such that
for 1 ≤ i ≤ r, n ∈ Z. (4.5)
As θ N (J Q ) = J Q , we see that θ N gives rise to a linear automorphism, which is also denoted by θ N , of V Q . We have
n θ N (w) for 1 ≤ i ≤ r, n ∈ Z, w ∈ V Q , as u (i) n = X i,n and v (i) n = Y i,n . Since V Q as a nonlocal vertex algebra is generated by the vectors u (i) , v (i) for 1 ≤ i ≤ r, it follows that θ N is an automorphism of the quantum vertex algebra V Q , where
for 1 ≤ i ≤ r. (4.6)
From now on, we fix this order-N automorphism θ N of V Q . Next, we study θ N -twisted V Q -modules. To describe θ N -twisted V Q -modules we shall need a θ N -twisted analogue of A Q . 1 ≤ i ≤ r, it follows from Lemma 2.3 that U W is a vacuum A Q -module with a vac
